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ABSTRACT

Search Engines are used to search any information on the internet. The primary objective of any website owner is to list their website at the top of all the results in Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs). Search Engine Optimization is the art of increasing visibility of a website in Search Engine Result Pages. This art of improving the visibility of website requires the tools and techniques; This paper is a comprehensive survey of how a Search Engine (SE) works, types and parts of Search Engine and different techniques and tools used for Search Engine Optimization (SEO.) In this paper, we will discuss the current tools and techniques in practice for Search Engine Optimization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The internet is a popular global information system where users are searching for the relevant information using Search Engines (SE). The SE is a type of software that organizes the content collected from all across the internet [1]. With SE, users who are wishing to find information only need to enter a keyword about what they had like to see, and the search engine presents the links to the content that resembles what they need. The most popular and widely used SE on the internet is Google where 77 percent of users around the world are using Google Search Engine for searching information on the internet [1, 2]. Other than that, there are some other very good Search Engines that are available on the internet. The other different top Search Engine includes Baidu, Bing, Yahoo, Ask and Dogpile [1]. Every web search engine aims to search and organize scattered data located on the internet. Before the development of any search engine, the internet was just a set of File Transfer Protocol (FTP) websites, where users were navigating to get specific shared files [3]. Over time more and more web servers were joining the internet so the need for organizing and searching the distributed data file on File Transfer Protocol (FTP) web servers increased [4]. So, the development of search engine started due to this requirement to navigate the FTP web servers and data on the Internet more easily and efficiently [3]. Figure 1 shows the complete history of search engines [4, 5].
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Every owner of website wants to display their sites on the top in Search Engine Result Pages and for that reason they prefer to use Search Engine Optimization techniques [6]. SEO is the technique of optimizing a complete website or few web pages to make them friendly for Search Engine Crawlers for obtaining the best possible rank in Search Engine Result Pages. Simply, the practice of improving the quality and quantity of organic traffic to any site is known as Search Engine Optimization [6, 7]. For better understanding about the SEO, it is necessary to know the quality and quantity of traffic and organic results.

Quality of traffic: SEO expert can bring a lot of visitors to a website, but if visitors are coming to the site just because of Google shows them website that display only for online movies while in reality site is selling cell phones, this is not considered as quality traffic. Instead, website wants to pull visitors who are genuinely interested in the products that site offers [8].
Quantity of traffic: Once a website is getting the right visitors (who are genuinely interested in websites’ products) from Search Engine Results Pages, then SEO expert should work for more traffic. More traffic is better for website ranking [9].

Organic results: In most of SERPs the top three results are consist of advertisements. Owners of different websites are paying the Search Engines for showing their sites in top three results on SERPs [10]. The opposite of paid traffic is organic traffic. It is referring to the visitors that come to the site as a result of natural (unpaid) search results. Where those visitors who find a website using Search Engines like Bing, Google, Badu are considered as organic [6, 8, 10]. Moreover, there are some critical factors which can affect the SEO such as, how a website is designed and developed, knowledge of search algorithms that show how it works, research on user’s keywords that what they might search, and wisely used on-page and off-page SEO techniques.

Therefore, this article aims to provide a brief survey on how search engines are working, what is SEO and what are the tools and techniques for SEO currently in use. The paper is divided into further 5 sections. Section 2 provides a review of how a search engine works, essential components and types of search engines. In Section 3 we will discuss types and techniques of Search Engine Optimization. Section 4 provides the details about Search engine optimization tools. In Section 5 we will discuss about Mobile vs. Desktop SEO and last but not least in Section 6 concludes the correct knowledge of search engines and SEO tools and techniques.

2. HOW SEARCH ENGINE WORKS?

Obtaining the requested information from large databases (DB) of resources available on the web is the primary purpose of any search engine [11]. Search Engines are used as an essential tool for searching the necessary information on internet [12]. The location of where the data is stored on the internet does not matter. This is because Search Engines can retrieve the data from all around the web [13]. Due to user-friendly Search Engines, the usage of internet is increased tremendously in recent days. SEs carry out some activities in order to deliver the results to the users Figure 2 provides the detailed information on how search engine works? Based on SE working process, SEs are classified into four different categories [12, 14]: a) Crawler-based SE, b) Human-Powered Directories, c) Hybrid SE, d) Crawler-based SE. The differences between different categories of search engines are discussed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crawler-based search engines (CBSE)</th>
<th>Human-powered directories (HPD)</th>
<th>Hybrid search engines</th>
<th>Other types of search engines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBSE is a search engine that goes out onto the internet to find the information requested by user [15].</td>
<td>HPDs are an internet “database” of websites.</td>
<td>Hybrid SEs are using both the techniques, indexing manually by humans and crawler-based indexing</td>
<td>Types of search engines that uses other search engines to find the results, for instance Meta search engines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It will find the latest websites that have been published to the internet.</td>
<td>HDPs does not search the Internet, it searches in its own database of pre-selected websites [16]. Websites are chosen according to the subject of the website.</td>
<td>Hybrid SEs are using crawlers as a primary and manual listing as a secondary mechanism [17]. None of the information it finds has been looked at before by anyone working for the search engine.</td>
<td>This kind of search engine will always show you which search engines were used to find the results. None of the information Metasearch engine finds has been looked at before by anyone working for the search engine [18].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Crawler-Based Search Engines

Crawler-based SEs are using the bot, spider or Crawler for crawling and indexing the new content to search DB. Every crawler-based SE is performing the four fundamental steps before showing any website in SERPs:

a. Crawling World Wide Web
b. Indexing web page contents
c. Calculating the relevancy
d. Retrieving the Result

Search Engines crawl the entire web to fetch the sites and web pages. A software known as a spider or a crawler is performing the crawling for Search Engine [1, 12, 19]. The frequency of the crawling entirely depends on SE. This is because the search engine may crawl after a few days or may take a few weeks.
That is why sometimes the deleted or old page content can be seen in Search Engine Result Pages [12]. New content can only be seen in search results after SE crawl the web page again.

After crawling the web page indexing in the next step. The process of finding the expressions and words or terms which adequately describe the web page is known as indexing [20]. These words are called keywords, and the web page is allotted to these keywords [12]. Occasionally, when the meaning of a web page is not understandable for SE crawler, it ranks the web page lower on SERPs. In such case, there is a need to optimize the web page for SE crawlers to ensure page contents are easily understandable for crawlers [21]. Once SE crawlers pick up the right keywords, then it will assign the web page to these correct keywords and will also rank the web page high in SERPs [6]. SE compares the user's query with the web pages indexed in its database [12].

There is always a possibility that same search keyword occurs in more than one web page. Relevancy is critical in this case, so SE will start measuring the relevancy of all its indexed web pages with user's search query. Therefore, for calculating the relevancy, several algorithms are available [22]. For common factors like Meta tags, Keyword density or links all of these relevancy calculation algorithms got various relative weights. That is why for the same search query there will be different SEs that presenting the unique search results. All significant Search Engines are changing their algorithms periodically [8]. As a result, keeping a website at the top needs to adopt the latest changes.

The final step is retrieving the results. It consists of only displaying the search results in the browser; the search result pages are ordered from most relevant websites to the least related sites [23]. Most of the modern SEs are using the technique above to present the search results because these Search Engines are crawler-based [24]. The typical examples of Crawler-based SEs are Baidu, Yandex, Google, Bing, and Yahoo! [25].

2.2. Human-Powered Directories

Human-powered directories are also known as an open directory system. In these directories, humans are listing websites manually [26]. The process of the listing website in these directories is simple by following some required steps for listings. Owner of the website needs to submit site's URL, short description, keywords and the relevant category to human-powered directories [8, 12]. Administrators of these directories manually review the submitted website, they might add it to the appropriate category or can reject for directory listing. The relevancy of description of a website will be checked with the words entered in a search box. This means for a directory listing the description of a website is essential [26]. A great website with excellent content is more likely to be evaluated at no cost compared to the website with bad content.

2.3. Hybrid Search Engines

Hybrid SEs are using both the techniques, indexing manually by humans and crawler-based indexing for listing the websites in SERPs [8]. Google is using crawlers as a primary and manual listing as a secondary mechanism. Other crawler-based SEs are also using the same procedures for listings. When SE identify that a website is involved in spammy activities, then manual screening is required for including the site again in SERPs [8, 12].
2.4. Other Types of Search Engines

Except above three main types of SEs, there are several other categories of SEs that are based on the usage [27]. There are different categories of SEs where some of them have many types of bots that only showing news, images, products, videos and local listings. The best example is Google News page, which can be used for searching news only from several newspapers around the world. The other categories of SEs like Dogpile are used to collect Meta data of the web page from other directories and SEs to present in the search results. These type of SEs are known as Metasearch Engines [22]. On particular area of semantic SEs like Swoogle they provide the correct search results by learning the contextual meaning of the search query.

2.5. Search Engine Result Page

A result page which is shown by the SE in reply to user's keyword is known as Search Engine Result Page [9]. The listing of results returned by SE in reply to the user’s keyword is the primary component of the Search Engine Result Page [28]. However, the result's page may have some other contents such as paid advertisements. There are two common types of results returned by SE, which are (a) natural or organic results (Search Engine's algorithm retrieve these results in response to the user's keyword) and (b) paid or sponsored results such as advertisements [19]. Usually, the search results are ranked by relevance to the user’s keyword. The organic result displayed on Search Engine Result Page typically consist of three things, a title, short description of the page and a link that point towards the original web page on the web. However, for sponsored or paid results, the sponsor decides what to show [28], SE might display several Search Engine Result pages in response to user’s query due to the vast number of relevant contents available on World Wide Web [22]. Usually, the Search Engine Result Page consist of ten results but the user's or SE preferences can limit the results per page. Every succeeding Search Engine Result Page will serve the lower relevancy results or a lower ranking [8].

3. HOW SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION WORKS?

The techniques used for increasing the website's ranking on SE is known as search engine optimization or SEO. Nowadays, small companies, big businesses, and platforms are using the SEO techniques for increasing their website's ranking and improving the visibility of their contents on the web [7]. This is because, by increasing the visibility of their contents among consumer's it can help them in gaining more popularity which results in more profitable business. Today SEO techniques very much revolve around the biggest search engine, Google. But the concept of SEO started with SE submission in the early time since SEs had limited crawling capabilities [29]. Eventually, it transformed into on-page search engine optimization; this technique makes sure that a web page is accessible to SEs and relevant to the targeted keywords. Since Google quickly becomes the dominant SE from 2000, so Google introduced the concept of PageRank, obtaining high-quality backlinks, it was the influential factor in the early days [30]. Due to the issue of link spamming, Google tweaked its ranking algorithm and started considering the contextual information of backlinks especially the anchor text. Researchers from Stanford University and Yahoo! introduced a similar kind of concept TrustRank, means a backlink is more valuable if it is coming from a trusted source [31]. Due to link exchanges, the context of the link becomes more critical, and Google started considering the deployment of the link on a web page and, and more importantly, the context of the website the link is on is of the highest importance. Furthermore, search engines also started considering the user signals such as bounce rates, click-through rates, and search patterns [32]. Finally, more advanced search engines like Google and Bing included real-time content and multimedia to match better user's needs. Table 2 discusses the more detailed history of search engine optimization.

Although the Search Engines are refining their webpage ranking algorithms continuously, there are two key factors that remain the foundation for high webpage ranking. Conceptually, there are two different methods for search engine optimization, which are (a) on-page SEO and (b) off-page SEO [2, 8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>April 1994: Yahoo! Directory was launched. Its dominance as a SE in years to come will make SE submission a critical activity for SEOs [33].</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>February 1995: Infoseek was launched, and it becomes Netscape's default SE [34].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>At the same time, for indexing the entire pages, the first crawler (WebCrawler) was created [33].</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>August 1995: Internet Explorer was launched. It started the first &quot;browser war&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>September 1995: Hotbot and Looksmart were launched [36].</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>September 1995: Yahoo! partners with OpenText to provide crawler-based search results in addition to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>December 1995: Altavista was launched with an index that dwarfs that of other SEs</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>December 1995: Altavista was launched with an index that dwarfs that of other SEs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2. History of SEO: 1994-2018 |

1996 In early 1996 Yahoo! re-launched its search engine, powered by Altavista.

1997 In response to the dominance of on-page SEO, algorithm cracking software was developed that enabled SEOs to generate page 1 rankings at will [36].

1998 Several papers began to hint at the use of link citations in the SE algorithms of the future. GoTo, the world’s first paid search platform was launched in February [37].

1999 Losing market share to Google, Altavista changed to an Internet portal and fades into uncertainty [39].

2000 Yahoo! dropped Altavista and used Google search results instead [33].

2001 Ask Jeeves acquired Teoma and used the Teoma algorithm to power its search engine [42].

2002 After a disappointing start, AdWords was re-launched as a CPC platform, and rapidly cements itself as the premier paid search platform online [43].

2003 Google acquired Blogger [45]. Same year WordPress was launched. These two services popularized blogging, and comment spam became a real problem for the search engines [46].

2004 Yahoo! adopted its own algorithm based on Inktomi [33].

2005 The nofollow tag was created with joint support from Google, Yahoo, and MSN to combat blog comment spam. Later SEOs attempt to use the tag to optimize website architecture, with disputed success. This become known as “PageRank Sculpting” [30].

2006 Ask Jeeves was renamed as “Ask” [42].

2007 Universal Search was launched by Google [36].

2000
danny Sullivan moderates the first ever SEO conference, Search Engine Strategies '99 [40].

2001
december 2000 google toolbar was launched and for the first ever time SEOs got the access to the record of their PageRank [41].

2002
tomoe, a search engine capable of evaluating the topic of a page was launched. Google AdWords was also launched with a CPM Model [36].

2003
google released Adsense [43]. This leads to a wave of “Made For Adsense” (MFA) websites that plagued SE results for years to come.

2004
google acquired Inktomi as its engine [33].

2005
google released AdSense [43].

2006
the search engines announced joint support for XML sitemaps [48].

2007
universal search was launched by Google [36].
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2008

2008
To provide help with keywords research, Google Suggest was launched.

2009

March 2009
Search engines provided joint support for the new canonical tag [41].

April 2009
Ask became Ask Jeeves again [42].

June 2009
Microsoft dropped Live Search and released the Bing. Later, talked and finalized with Yahoo! that will see Bing power the Yahoo! search results by the end of 2010 [50]. Google released Vince, commonly referred to as "The Brand Update," which shakes up the SERPs for top generic terms by looking at signals of user trust [41].

July 2009
Google tested "Caffeine," an infrastructure allowing indexing [41].

October 2009
Google and Microsoft sign deals with Twitter to gain access to Tweets [41].

2010

December 2010
Two big search engines confirmed that social media networks Facebook and Twitter are affecting the SE ranking.

2011

February 2011
Google Panda Farmer was launched. It changed the results and ranking algorithm bought the high-quality web pages on top. Google panda punished web pages with thin and low-quality content. It forced SEO to concentrate on high-quality content [41].

June 2011
Schema.org was launched to promote, create and maintain structured data on the Internet. Microsoft, Google and Yahoo! announced the support for structured data [51].

June 2011
Google + was launched. Which determined that sign in users will have encrypted keywords. Due to this web pages lost the capacity to track the incoming keyword-based searches [41].

2011

Later the year, Google Panda updates continued and affected around 12% of entire search results [41].

2012

April 2012
Google Penguin was launched. It penalizes every web page that used shady backlink techniques [41].

2012

After launching the Google Penguin, it had a significant effect on all English language searches which was about 3.1% and around 3% on all other major languages, like German, Arabic, and Chinese.

2013

September 2013
The new update Hummingbird was launched by Google. This update affected 90% of entire searches and enabled Google to learn the meaning behind a search query. This update focused on the context of content versus single keyword match ups by comparing SE queries wisely [52].

2013

Inbound marketing became "mainstream" and the focus became more on promotion and content, rather than traditional SEO best practices [53].

2014

October 2014
Penguin 3.0 was released. It refreshed the web pages ranking and penalized the entire web pages which escaped their earlier updates [41].

2014

Webmasters saw the improvement in their rankings who worked on their link profile [53].

2015

April 2015
Mobilegeddon was launched. It was designed to rank all those web pages higher which are mobile-friendly [54].

October 2015
RankBrain was launched. For delivering the smarter results to users Google introduced a new machine learning algorithm RankBrain [54].

2016

March 2016
Andrey Lipatsev the head of Google's search confirmed that the top 3 ranking factors of Google are content, RankBrain, and Links [55].

September 2016
Penguin 4.0 was launched. Now it was real-time and part of core algorithm.

2017

November 2017
New Meta Description limit was introduced which is 300 characters previously it was 155 characters [56].

2018

March 2018
The concept of Mobile-First indexing was introduced. Search engines started creating the search listings on the bases of the performance of the mobile version of a website [57].

3.1. On-Page Search Engine Optimization

On-page SEO deals with content and infrastructure of a website [6]. It includes an excellent selection of keywords, providing useful, knowledgeable and excellent content, inserting keywords in the
appropriate places, and assigning the appropriate page titles to each page on a website [58]. It also targets the best keyword clusters and synchronizing the current content to target keyword clusters. Website architecture and infrastructure is considered best if the contents are created to target specific keywords clusters.

3.2. Off-Page Search Engine Optimization

On the other hand, Off-page SEO deals with how other online sources are referring to a targeted website [6]. This technique deals with backlink building strategy which can be created using some different techniques like submitting the links to Search Engines, submitting the website's link to the open access web directories and discussion forums, creating open access pages, creating the business pages on social networks like Twitter, Google Plus, LinkedIn, Facebook, etc. Active social media presence plays a vital role in webpage ranking [58]. When Search Engine evaluates a webpage, it looks over two hundred different signals therefore Search Engines are refining their algorithm over four hundred times per year. So the best strategy for SEO is to keep changing the website with the changes in Search Engine's SEO algorithm [59].

3.2. Search Engine Optimization Techniques

In order to keep up with the latest technology, SEO are using three different types of techniques for Search Engine Optimization. These techniques are as follows [60]. The differences between White, Black and Gray Hat SEO, are discussed in Table 3.

Next section will discuss each of the techniques together with their advantages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Differences between White, Black and Gray Hat SEO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White Hat SEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Hat is a very authentic and ethical way of SEO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search engines encourage White Hat SEO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Hat SEO improves the page rank very slowly, but it is long lasting and effective [62].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Hat SEO tactics are designed for both human and SEs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tactics used for White Hat SEO are site maps, generating original and regular content, monitoring website analytics regularly, the inclusion of natural keywords in content, heading, page titles, anchor text, and alt tags [62].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1 White Hat Search Engine Optimization

One of the most important and famous Search Engine Optimization technique is White Hat SEO. It is utilizing the right techniques and methods to increase the SE rankings of a webpage [6, 60]. White Hat SEO completely follows the rules and guidelines provided by Search Engines. Some of the methods used by What Hat SEO are the development of high-quality content, restructuring and optimization the content and code of a website, Keywords research and analysis, email marketing campaigns to opt-in customers and submitting the site-map to Search Engines [6]. Selecting White Hat SEO technique means slow and definitely will take some time but progressive and long-lasting growth in Search Engine Ranking.

3.2.2 Black Hat Search Engine Optimization or Spamdexing

On the other hand, Black Hat SEO is the illegal method of increasing the Search Engine ranking of a website [63]. It exploits the several weaknesses in the Search Engine ranking algorithm to obtain the high ranking for non-deserving websites. This SEO technique does not comply with Search Engine rules and guidelines especially Google. The wholesomeness level of Black Hat SEO is shallow due to the fact it uses the techniques like a hidden link, keyword stuffing, cloaking, Meta tag stuffing, hidden text and link spamming [6, 60, 63]. In addition, by using Black Hat SEO techniques means it is fast but short-lasting growth and unpredictable Search Engine ranking.

3.2.3 Gray Hat Search Engine Optimization

Gray Hat is a type of SEO technique which is neither white nor black. It does not entirely use the White Hat SEO technique and instead mixes both [24]. Gray Hat SEO is a transformation from White to
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Black and from Black to White. Usually, most of the companies are practicing the Gray Hat techniques to some extent for Search Engine Optimization due to the pressure from website owners to deliver excellent and quick results [64]. Moreover, they are not crossing the line to Black Hat SEO.

4. TOOLS FOR SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

The strategies to improve SEO should be a continuous effort in order to improve webpage’s natural search ranking and identify new techniques to design content to boost the business in a meaningful way. If a webpage is not monitored continuously then it means that letting the search ranking down [65]. Therefore, it is important to do the continuous monitoring on SEO tools. There are a number of proprietary and free SEO tools available on the internet with the different type of uses and covering some common necessities [66]. Some of the tools are handy, easy to use and fast [6, 8, 12]. Some essential SEO tools are as below.

4.1. Google Search Console

Normally, the Google's Search Console previously known as Google Webmaster Tool is used for efficient management, better control, able to understand how Google is interacting with a webpage and getting essential data from Google about a webpage, webmasters. However, by using Google Search Console it will not help in identification of problems that can help a webpage performs best in search results instead it can help by the following means [62, 67].

a) In generating and analyzing the robots.txt file
b) In uploading Sitemap file in XML format
c) In specifying the preferred domain
d) In checking Googlebot crawling issues on a website
e) In removing the links previously crawled by Googlebot
f) In identification of issues with website description, title and Meta tags
   It can suggest HTML improvements.

4.2. Bing Webmaster Tools

Microsoft Bing search engine provides a free service to webmasters for adding their websites to index crawler. Initially, it was known as Bing Webmaster Center, but later they changed the name to Bing Webmaster Tools. Bing also provides several useful tools to webmasters for troubleshooting the indexing and crawling issues, analyzing website statistics, submission and ping tools, Sitemap creation, new content and community resources, and consolidation of content submission [68]. It includes the following features and tools to help webmasters for accessing the data and managing their websites on Bing Search Engine [69].

a) Crawl issues enable the webmasters to identify the potential problems with their websites, for instance, unsupported content-types, File Not Found (404), long dynamic URLs, and blocked by REP.
b) Backlink data enable the webmaster to obtain important data about their backlinks or referring links. Bing acquired part of this feature from Yahoo! Site Explorer [70].
c) Using Advanced filtering webmasters can scope the results quickly in website reports for zooming into the data they required.
d) For results analysis, webmasters can use Data Download which enables them to get first one thousand results in excel file.
e) The Keyword search tool enables them to search for new keywords for their website.
f) Robots.txt validator enables them to verify their robots.txt is meeting the standards.
g) Webmasters can use Markup validator to check if their website is meeting w3c standards.
h) To verify if the Bing search engine is viewing their sitemap accurately, they can use Bing Sitemaps.
i) Outbound links enable the webmasters to check the outbound links Bing search engine sees.

4.3. BROWSEO

It is a web application which shows how any Search Engine sees a website. Mostly all output purely focused on HTML, just like what Search Engines see when Search Engines are visiting a webpage. It disrobes a website down to a foundation level without images, fancy fonts, or headers and shows the vital Search Engine Optimization information. The used of BROWSEO in analyzing a website site can easily identified which specific part of a website needs improvement [71]. The relevancy of specific keyword and a page structure of a website can quickly be determined by switching between different features such as:

a) The number of internal and external links on a webpage.
b) Headings form H1 to H6.
c) A response code of server.
d) Meta information such as Meta description, title tag, and Meta robots.
The total number of words on a webpage.

4.4. Google analytics tool

Once task on fixing and improving the indexing and crawling issues on a website been used using the Google webmaster tools. Then the next step is to monitor the incoming traffic on a website. Google Analytics is the right tool for monitoring and analyzing the incoming traffic [72]. It can show the in-depth insight into [73]:

a) How a visitor behave and reach on the website
b) It helps in determining the various favorite content on website
c) It helps in measuring the impact of search engine optimization techniques applied to a website

Moreover, advanced users can access their server log files using Google Analytics which gives them more informative and thorough information about how users interact with the content of a website [74]. Another tool offered by Google is Google Website Optimizer. It enables the webmaster to conduct different experiments to identify what on-page changes can generate the excellent conversion rates with users [72]. The combination of Google Search Console, Google Website Optimizer, and Google Analytics is the efficient way to start improving the website.

4.5. Screaming Frog

Screaming Frog is also known as SEO Spider. It is a webpage crawler used to crawl URLs of websites’ it fetches the vital on-page elements which helps in on-page Search Engine Optimization [75]. Screaming Frog is flexible, lite and it can crawl very quickly which allows analyzing a webpage's results in real-time. It helps the SEO experts and professionals to identify the Search Engine Optimization problems on a website quickly. It provides the detailed report at the end. SEO experts are using SEO Spider for identification of the following issues [76].

a) For finding the broken links on a website.
b) For analyzing the Metadata and page titles.
c) For discovering the duplicate contents on a webpage.
d) It can help in data extraction with XPath.
e) It can be used for review robots and directives.
f) Can be used to generate XML sitemap.
g) For integration with Google Analytics.
h) Helpful in audit redirects.

4.6. GTMetrix

GTMetrix is a useful web application for analyzing the load time of a website. It can quickly identify the content and pages that takes a long time to come up [77]. Website speed plays a significant role in Search Engine rankings therefore it will slow webpage speed. GTMetrix is an excellent tool for examining the load speed of a webpage where it can diagnose the issues and problems, and it also suggests the possibilities for improvement by applying which website that can be polished further. There are many other tools that are available for checking the page-speed, but GTMetrix is most favorite as compare to others due to its thoroughness and user-friendliness [77]. The other page-speed tools which might be helpful are Google PageSpeed Insights and Pingdom. User can enter the URL of a website in these web applications, and these applications will come up with the webpage speed score and a list of suggestions to improve it. E.g., it can suggest that combine multiple CSS files into a single file or compress the code to improve the load times.

4.7. Rank Checker

It is used to check how a website is performing in search and where it lands in search engine result pages. Rank Checker monitors the ranking of a website in search results and provides the tips to improve ranking further [78]. Though moving a website up in search ranking is a time consuming process, but Rank Checker can be installed in the toolbar for monitoring the website continuously.

4.8. Google Trends

Google provides another very excellent tool that is known as Google Trends where it shows the statistics about the amount of keywords searches over different time spans can be viewed using Google Trends [79]. Moreover, keywords searches data is available since 2004. Furthermore, by using Google Trends data it can be partitioned by region and language to plot various key phrases on a single graph. Therefore, webmasters are using Google Trends to anticipate traffic for a specific period [79].
4.9. Google AdWords

Google AdWords is used for purchasing the ads on Google's SERPs [80]. These ads will appear in the sponsored links section on top of Google Search Engine Result Pages. It is important to know that these ads will appear solely on searches performed on Google Search Engine's home page, not in the results of other Engines like Yahoo! Alternatively, Google-affiliated sites [80]. Some significant advantages of Google AdWords are as below [81]:

Ads will run immediately after submission no need to wait for listing on Google. Changes can be made at any time to the ads, by tweaking the advertisement and keywords selection the advertiser can get best results.

It contains the keyword research tool which can be used to find the keywords for an AdWords campaign. For example, if the advertiser is running an online digital consulting services, the keywords research tool can efficiently recommend related keywords like "Proofreading" or "Social Media Strategy." In addition, by adding alternative terms it can help in finding new consumers that might otherwise have missed [80].

4.10. Responsive Design Test

It is imperative to check how a website looks on different devices like laptop, tablet, phablet, and smartphone. Moreover, search Engines assign the higher search ranking to a website that looks excellent on all these devices, no matter their orientation or size [82]. Therefore, in order to make sure that a website looks perfect on every device, web designers are using responsive website design. The responsive website looks great on every device, so no need to develop multiple websites for different devices [82]. Furthermore, design test can be used to check if a website has a responsive design or not a responsive.

4.11. Wayback Machine

The Wayback Machine enables the users and owners of the websites to check the archived versions of websites across the time [83]. It contains the comprehensive and authentic record of the internet. It can be seen on Wayback Machine that shows how a website looks in the past. It can be used as an excellent investigation tool, for example, the owner of a website is noticing odd changes in traffic after updating the website, and the previous site-backup is not available [83, 84].

4.12. Keywordtool.io

It is a freemium SaaS product which uses several Search Engines and Google Autocomplete to produce the related and relevant keywords for any article. Keywordtool.io is quick and straightforward to use to get many keyword ideas [85]. The excellent feature of this SaaS product is that it can be utilized for YouTube, Amazon, Google, App Store and Bing keywords. It is particularly beneficial for long-tail keywords those cannot be obtained using Google Keyword Planner, due to low search volume [86].

4.13. Moz

It is consider as a complete and user-friendly suite of inbound marketing tools. It has several tools in its Search Engine Optimization Toolbox including [87]:

a) Keywords Explorer, it is a keyword research tool which provides Search Engine Optimization Competition, Keyword Suggestions, Search Engine Result Page features, actual search volume data, opportunity and saved lists.

b) MozPro is used for website SEO checkups; it provides competitor tracking, Search Engine Optimization fixes, Search Engine Result Page feature tracking, and rank tracking.

c) To get the link data, Open Site Explorer can be used.

d) MozRank is similar to Google PageRank for calculating the PageRank of a webpage.

e) Moz also got the tool for researching popular search trends.

f) MozBar is user-friendly SEO tool for the browser.


In addition, Google also provides some fundamental guidelines which can improve the webpage's ranking and making the webpage more optimized [88]. These guidelines are as below:

a) A webpage can directly be submitted to Google Search Engine using the link http://www.google.com/addurl.html

b) A webmaster can submit the webpage and XML sitemap using Google Search Console. Google will use the XML sitemap to discover the structure of the website and will increase the coverage of web pages.

c) A webmaster should avoid the Black Hat SEO techniques like cloaking, hidden text or link, scraped content, automatically generated content, doorway pages, populating pages with irrelevant keywords,
automated queries submission to Google, sneaky redirects, building web pages with malicious behavior such as installing viruses or phishing, etc.

Figure 3. Difference between mobile and desktop search engine optimization

5. MOBILE VS. DESKTOP SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

Nowadays in internet marketing field, the importance of Search Engine Optimization is getting popular. However, the desktop or traditional Search Engine Optimization is very essential, but the website also needs to be optimized for mobile SEO [9]. Some thoughts saying that all the techniques of desktop or traditional Search Engine Optimization currently in use will also work on mobile Search Engine Optimization is not true. Mainly because both of these are two separate and different entities, so these should be treated separately. Mobile Search Engine Optimization is an exceptional type of SEO [8]. In addition, optimizing a website for mobile searches is different from traditional or desktop SEO in four different ways [89]. Figure 3 discusses the difference between mobile and desktop SEO in detail.

5.1. Search Behavior

Search behavior is one of the critical difference between desktop and mobile users. Usually, all the mobile users are not searching the web with keywords. They might use Voice Search, Google Goggles, Gesture Search and some other mobile-first modes searching techniques, for a mobile user it is not necessary to always type a keyword in Google Search screen anymore [8]. Moreover, sometimes mobile searcher uses the same keyword, but the meaning is different (e.g., a phone scanned coupon vs. printed out coupon), and
sometimes they might use the various keywords altogether. A research study conducted by Google also indicates that mobile users are searching in different contexts at different times than traditional searchers on the desktop, which completely changes their search intent [89].

5.2. Ranking Algorithm
The most substantial difference between mobile and desktop Search Engine Optimization is they both have a separate ranking algorithm. In 2009 Google announced that there is separate ranking algorithm for mobile to provide the best mobile user experience. The idea of Google behind the separate ranking algorithm is to provide the same user experience to mobile users as they are providing to the desktop users [8, 9]. One of the significant differences between mobile and desktop ranking algorithm is the location that changes the search results for desktop vs. mobile searchers.

5.3. Engagement
Another huge difference between desktop and mobile user is engagement. As compared to traditional desktop searchers, mobile searchers are highly engaged. Mobile searchers are decidedly less interested in scrolling the pages as compare to desktop searchers [9]. Mobile users are always on the go; they want their information quickly. Occasionally they dig through Search Engine Result Pages to find their relevant information. Therefore, being on top of mobile Search Engine Result pages is desirable in mobile SEO more than desktop SEO [9].

5.4. Different Quality Signals
Finally, Quality Signals are different in desktop and mobile SEO. QR codes, also known as paper-based hyperlinks which can interrupt the URL strategy. Search Engines could use separate kind of link known as QR codes for understanding that how a searcher interacts with the real world and to bring more appropriate content when user search for it. However, it is not the only kind of signals Search Engines are using for making an excellent mobile search experience [90].

6. CONCLUSION
In the present era of the World Wide Web, Search Engine is a handy tool. There are several types of web Search Engines are available in the market, but the most famous is Google Search Engine. In all three types of Search Engine Optimization techniques, the White Hat SEO is safest and long-lasting. In addition, White Hat Search Engine Optimization techniques is best for securing the top ranking on Search Engine Result Pages. Both the on-page and off-page Search Engine Optimization techniques are essential for excellent search results. The process includes a SE spider downloading a webpage and saving it on the server of Search Engine, where indexer extracts the several necessary information about the webpage, e.g., words on a webpage, the location of words, weight for particular words and, incoming and outgoing links on the webpage. For crawling later, all these are placed in a scheduler. Owners of the websites and SEO professionals already recognized the importance of high web ranking and visibility of their contents on Search Engine Result Pages, therefore for achieving the excellent results in minimum time they started to use of Search Engine Optimization Tools. SEO tools are best for keeping an eye on the website for SEO related issues.
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